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Significance of the research

Funded by the Economic and Social Research Council, “The
Economic Impacts of Brexit on the UK, its Regions, its Cities and its
Sectors” project started in April 2017 and is part of a series of 25
projects funded by ESRC to support the initiative The UK in a
Changing Europe coordinated by Professor Anand Menon at King’s
College London.

The project aims to examine in detail the likely impacts of Brexit on
the UK’s sectors, regions and cities by using the most detailed
regional-national-international trade and competition datasets

http://ukandeu.ac.uk/


Interest and engagement at this stage

• Annual Northern Ireland Economic Conference 2017
• Regional Studies Association
• Houses of Parliament
• HM Treasury
• BEIS Department 
• Foreign Commonwealth Office
• West Midlands All Party Parliamentary Group
• EU Committee of the Regions
• Birmingham Post-Brexit Commission
• Managing Partners’ Forum – Professional and Business 

Services lobbying group
• European Parliament 

http://www.nieconomic.agendani.com/
http://blog.regionalstudies.org/what-are-the-economic-impacts-of-brexit-on-the-uks-sectors-regions-and-cities/
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm/cmallparty/register/west-midlands.htm
http://cor.europa.eu/en/events/Pages/The-future-of-the-EU-and-the-role-of-the-regions.aspx
http://www.mpfglobal.com/


How the recommendations have been taken 

up and by whom until now

Report contributions and mentions:

• Brexit: Local and Devolved Government, UKICE

• EU Referendum: One year on, UKICE

• State of the North 2017: The Millennial Powerhouse, IPPR North

• Will the unit of the 27 crack?, Centre for European Reform

• Preparing for Brexit, Cambridge Econometrics

• Brexit - What We Know Now, Tony Blair’s Institute for Global Change

• Wikipedia inclusion: Brexit

• UK Parliament

• Assessing the exposure of EU27 regions and cities to the

UK's withdrawal from the European Union, CoR Committee of the Regions

http://ukandeu.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Brexit-local-and-devolved-goverment-report.pdf
http://ukandeu.ac.uk/research-papers/eu-referendum-one-year-on/
https://www.ippr.org/publications/state-of-the-north-2017
https://www.cer.eu/sites/default/files/pbrief_eu27_crack_15.3.18.pdf
https://www.camecon.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Preparing-for-Brexit.pdf
https://institute.global/news/brexit-what-we-now-know
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brexitl
http://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2018-01-16/debates/D57C9B33-2C83-42D0-B4CF-6821CF691349/EuropeanUnion(Withdrawal)Bill#contribution-DAEB858B-7DAD-44DF-97BE-945752BB1363
http://cor.europa.eu/en/events/Documents/ECON/Final-Report-on-the-UK-withdrawal.pdf
http://cor.europa.eu/en/events/Documents/ECON/Final-Report-on-the-UK-withdrawal.pdf


The analysis

• Trade related effects: Input-Output analysis;  
intermediate and final goods; global fragmentation 
of the value chains – local GDP, regional labour 
income 

• Competitiveness: FDI, Trade and Knowledge
• Governance: regional stakeholder workshops and 

regional and sectoral case studies
• Extent: EU countries, UK and EU regions, sectors, 

jobs, occupations
• New indicators and data 



Regional Stakeholder Participatory 

Workshops
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The Continental Divide? 
Economic Exposure to Brexit in Regions and 
Countries on Both Sides of the Channel

Wen Chen, Bart Los, Philip McCann, Raquel Ortega-

Argilés, Mark Thissen and Frank van Oort

Papers in Regional Science, 97.1, 25-54

“Exposure to Brexit in Regions on Both Sides of the 

Channel”, 2017, VoxEU, 19 December, See: 

http://voxeu.org/article/exposure-brexit-regions-both-sides-

channel

http://voxeu.org/article/exposure-brexit-regions-both-sides-channel


How?

• Simple measures of gross exports and imports 

tell us very little about the potential impacts of 

Brexit on a nation or region, because both the 

back-and-forth trade in raw materials, parts 

and components and business services (often 

within the boundaries of multinational 

enterprises) typical of global value-chains 

obscures the links between local value-added 

and trade (Baldwin, 2016). 



Data construction
• Two types of sources:  

• The World Input-Output tables of the WIOD 2013 release containing 40 countries 

(accounting for about 85% of world GDP, including all EU27) plus a composite 

‘super-country’ labelled 'Rest of the World' are represented (Timmer et al., 2015). 

• Second type of data, from regional sources: Eurostat’s regional economic accounts, 

a number of survey-based regional supply and use tables or input-output tables 

produced in a subset of countries, and estimates of interregional goods and services 

trade based on freight and airline business passenger statistics (Thissen et al., 2013).

• The merging of the information contained in these data sources allows us to:

• Incorporate regional details regarding production structure and trade at the NUTS2-

level for all major EU-countries in global input-output tables for 2000-2010. 

• 245 NUTS2 European regions are represented and 14 industries can be identified 

for all regions and countries. 



How?

• We develop a measure of regional exposure to 

Brexit building upon a flourishing strand of 

literature using global input-output tables to 

link trade to value-added (Johnson and Noguera, 2012; 

Timmer et al., 2013; Koopman et al., 2014).

• We use a bilateral version of the Domestic 

Value Added in Exports (DVAiX) indicator 
proposed by Koopman et al. (2014).



IO-tables allow for 

mapping of trade to 

labor income and 

value added

“Regional GDP 

exposed to Brexit”:

Difference between 

actual GDP and 

GDP without EU-

UK trade

Scenario:

No trade flows 
crossing the red 
line, as long as EU 
countries are 
involved (trade 
between e.g. 
Norway and UK 
regions still 
“allowed”)

Input-Output Data



Research Question

• “Which shares of regional Labor Income and 

regional GDP are at risk as a consequence of 

future Brexit-related trade barriers?”

• (which is not identical to:

• “Which shares of regional LI and GDP will be 

lost as a consequence of Brexit?”) 

• How big are the required structural and 

economic adjustments?



Brexit Exposure Risk

• For UK regions:

• direct trade linkages (export, import, re-export, re-import)

• indirect trade linkages via other UK regions

• third country demand mediated via EU value-chains

• For EU regions:

• direct trade linkages (export, import, re-export, re-import)

• indirect trade linkages via other EU regions

• third country demand mediated via UK value-chains

• Exclude UK-EU and EU-UK demand linkages mediated via 

third countries



Regional Shares of Local GDP 

Exposed to Brexit

Regional Shares of Local GDP 

Exposed to Brexit (Excluding the UK)



Map 2. Regional Shares of Local Labour Income Exposed to Brexit 

 

Map 4. Regional Shares of Local GDP Exposed to Brexit (Excluding UK) 

 

Share of Regional Labour Income 

exposed to Brexit

Share of Regional Labour Income 

exposed to Brexit (UK regions 

omitted)



National Brexit Exposure Risk

• UK regions →10%-17% of regional GDP

• Irish regions → 10% of regional GDP

• German regions → 4.5%-6.4% of regional GDP

• Dutch regions → 3.5%-5% of regional GDP

• Belgian regions → 2.8%-4% of regional GDP

• French regions → 1.8%-2.7% of regional GDP

• Italian, Spanish, Greek → < 1% of GDP

• UK Brexit risk exposure = 12.2% of UK GDP

• EU Brexit risk exposure = 2.64% of EU GDP

• UK Brexit exposure risk is 4.6 times higher than the EU



Sectoral Brexit Exposure Risk

• City-REDI Policy Briefing Series, December 

2017

• “An Assessment of Brexit Risks for 54 Industries: 

Most Services Industries are also Exposed”
• Bart Los, Wen Chen, Philip McCann and Raquel Ortega-Argilés

• https://blog.bham.ac.uk/cityredi/wp-

content/uploads/sites/15/2017/12/City-REDI-Briefing-

Template_Sectoral-Analysis-2.pdf



UK Sectoral Risk Exposure



UK Sectoral Risk Exposure

• In the UK as a whole, more than 2.5 million jobs are exposed

to the trade effects of Brexit

• Annually, almost £140 billion pounds of UK economic activity

is directly at risk because of Brexit

• Professional, scientific and technical activities, activities 

auxiliary to financial services and wholesale trade.

• Financial services are only exposed to 8% of the sector’s GDP 

- consistent with the estimates for City job relocation to rest of 

the EU – and the aggregate effect on the UK economy of their 

exposure is only 0.33% of UK GDP



UK Sectoral Risk Exposure

• Many important manufacturing and primary industries are

highly exposed to Brexit, but so are many services industries

(and not just the financial services industry)

• These services are not only exported directly to EU countries,

but also sell intensively within domestic supply chains to UK

manufacturing firms exporting to the EU

• Workers in the jobs at risk are on average slightly more

productive than the average British worker – Brexit is likely to

exacerbate the UK’s productivity problems
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The Long-term Economic 
Implications of Brexit for 

Scotland: 
An Interregional Analysis

Gioele Figus, Katerina Lisenkova, Peter McGregor, 
Graeme Roy,
J. Kim Swales

Fraser of Allander Institute, University of Strathclyde



Outline

• Introduce exogenous shocks to AMOSRUK, a Scotland-RUK multi-
sectoral Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) model

• Trade shocks are taken from independent research
– Two possible post-leave EU trade scenarios

• Free Trade Area (FTA)
• WTO rules

– No change in trade deals with non-EU countries

• Fiscal impacts
– Calculated from net contribution to the EU budget

• Allocated to regions on per capital basis

• Don’t consider effects of migration, direct productivity changes 
or endogenous policy responses



Trade (1)

• Academic literature identifies a large impact of any 
limitation to trade

• Use National Institute estimates made by Ebell
(2016) 

• Calibrate the shock to our model to replicate these 
estimated impacts

• Shocks introduced gradually over 10 years

• Important that even though focus is Scotland, both 
Scotland and RUK modelled.



Impact of leaving the EU on Scottish 
EU trade

Estimated reduction in EU trade

Goods Services

FTA Scenario -40% -63%

WTO Scenario -61% -63%



Percentage change in Scottish GDP and 
employment after 10 years
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Trade (2)

• Import impacts are greater than exports
– Restricting EU imports has a larger negative effect than 

reduced EU exports.
– Only positive impact from protectionism is:

• If restricted to consumer goods
• Fix the nominal wage: worker/consumers accept lower real 

wages

• Impacts on RUK greater because of greater EU 
export intensity (30% higher)

• Just less than 20% of negative Scottish impact comes 
from reduced activity in RUK.



Fiscal effects

• Positive but very small

• In fact the total tax-take falls as a result of 
negative effects on activity, so government 
expenditure falls 



Comments

• Extensive uncertainty about the negotiated post-leave 
situation

• Given the governments stance, all standard national 
macro-models predict negative impact.

• Clearly there are also differential regional effect
• In our model extra-regional trade major driver

– EU intensity of exports and imports
– Inter-regional demand spill-overs

• Aspects we haven’t considered could be equally 
important
– Differential regional migration impacts
– Differential productivity effects 



Thanks for listening
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Telecoms connectivity:  Wales (particularly north and mid) 
closely integrated with adjacent English areas



GVA per head relative to UK:  Wales and selected UK countries and regions



Scenario Organisation Direct (% of 

GDP)

Total (% of 

GDP)

EEA 

membership 

LSE -1.3

NIESR -1.8

HM Treasury -3.8

Free Trade 

Agreement 

with EU

LSE -7.9

NIESR -2.1

HM Treasury -6.2

WTO rules LSE -2.6

NIESR -3.2 -7.8

HM Treasury -7.5

Assessment of 2030 economic impact of Brexit on UK 

Welsh Government  Publications on Economic Impact of Brexit

1.  Overall Impact:  “Securing Wales Future”:
https://beta.gov.wales/sites/default/files/2017-
01/30683%20Securing%20Wales%C2%B9%20Future_ENGLISH_WEB.pdf
2.  Implications from Migration: “Brexit and the Fair Movement of People”:
https://beta.gov.wales/sites/default/files/2017-09/Brexit%20and%20Fair%20Movement%20of%20People-
%28EN%29main_WEB.pdf
3.   Sectoral impacts:  “EU Transitions and Prospects for Large and Medium Sized Firms in Wales” 
http://gov.wales/topics/businessandeconomy/welsh-economy/eu-transition-and-economic-prospects-for-large-
and-medium-sized-firms-in-wales/?lang=en

https://beta.gov.wales/sites/default/files/2017-01/30683 Securing Wales%C2%B9 Future_ENGLISH_WEB.pdf
https://beta.gov.wales/sites/default/files/2017-09/Brexit and Fair Movement of People-(EN)main_WEB.pdf
http://gov.wales/topics/businessandeconomy/welsh-economy/eu-transition-and-economic-prospects-for-large-and-medium-sized-firms-in-wales/?lang=en
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EU Exit Analysis in Northern Ireland 

Shane Murphy

Chief Economist, Department for the Economy



Wider Preparations across NI Departments

• The work being carried out has been building up rapidly and has been a

mixture of evidence gathering, analysis, understanding stakeholder

issues/aspirations and informing decision makers.

• Working in tandem with other key NI Departments, DfE channels its

work through a central a EU Future Relations Team.

• Appetite for information and evidence on NI from decision makers is

intense.

• To ensure maximum impact NI focus has been on:

- engaging with stakeholders to capture concerns and aspirations;

- building and improving evidence base; and

- engaging/informing decision makers and influencers.



Some Key Issues…

• Commitment to avoid a hard border. This could be in one of 3 ways:

o Option A: Agreement of the overall EU - UK relationship

o Option B: In the absence of A above - agreement of specific solutions to address the

unique circumstances of the island of Ireland

o Option C: In the absence of an agreed solution - maintenance of the full alignment

with those rules of the Internal Market and the Customs Union which, now or in the

future, support N/S cooperation, the all-island economy and the protection of the 1998

Agreement (Draft NI Protocol – Withdrawal Agreement)

• A need to understand what avoiding a hard border means for:

o Common Travel Area

o Trade

o Migration and the Labour Market



Gathering the evidence

• Important to understand the key issues and collate the evidence base to 

set out NI’s (often unique) position.

• Key areas of our analytical focus include:

• Working closely with UKG, other NI Departments, NISRA, INI,

IntertradeIreland and capturing stakeholder views.

Common Travel Area 

Trade 

Migration and Labour Market 



Selection of publications to date

• An Analysis of Migrant Workers from the Northern Ireland Census (March 2018)

• Northern Ireland Migration, Labour and Skills (March 2018)

Migration and Labour Market 

Common Travel Area 

• Background Evidence on the movement of people across the Northern Ireland-Ireland

Border (March 2018)

• Cross Border Movements: Additional Analysis, Northern Ireland Life and Times Survey

(March 2018)

Trade 

• InterTradeIreland: Potential Impact of WTO Tariffs on Cross-Border Trade (June 2017)

• InterTradeIreland: Cross-Border Trade & Supply Chain Linkages (2018)

Source: https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/articles/eu-exit-analysis



Common Travel Area



CTA – In just a few figures…

Infographic courtesy of Irish Independent



CTA – In Pictures... 

Number of residents living in Northern Ireland who were born in the Republic of Ireland by ward, 2011 

 

Source: Northern Ireland Census 2011, NISRA 

Number of Residents 



CTA – A glance East and West… 

91% of GB 
visitors to NI 

arrived 
through NI sea 
and air ports

2.04m sea 
passenger 
journeys 

between NI 
and GB

Volume of NI 
– GB road 
freight 2.9 

million tonnes 
2015 

3.63m 
overnight trips 

from GB 
visitors to RoI

6.6m air 
passenger 

journeys from 
RoI airports by 
GB residents

2.39m sea 
passenger 
journeys 

between RoI 
and GB



Trade



Trade Analysis

Trade Analysis has been taken forward along the following themes:

o Full Profile of Exports & Exporters

o Trade N-S and E-W

o Implications of a No Deal Scenario for NI

o Understanding Supply Chain Impacts

o Impacts on Existing FDI

o Wider Preparedness / Developing a trade capability



Key Markets for NI…
Total Value (£million) of NI Sales & Exports by Broad Destination and Activity 2015
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Trade with GB and IE - Key Messages

• GB is the biggest market for businesses in NI – sales to GB were worth

1.5 times the value of all NI exports, and nearly 4 times the value of

exports to Ireland in 2015.

• But, over 5,000 businesses in NI exported goods to Ireland in 2015, one

and a half times as many as sold goods to GB, most of which are small

companies with fewer than 10 people.

• Much of this trade with Ireland has the characteristics of “Local Trade”.

• Also the sale of finished products to GB relies upon cross border trade in

raw materials and components within integrated supply chains.

• So trade with both GB and Ireland are vital to NI’s economy.



Migration and Labour Market 

Source: https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/articles/eu-exit-analysis



Migrant labour – some key statistics

• Migrants in NI are largely EU migrants – 7% EU, 2% Non-EU (NISRA, LFS

October – December 2017).

• Key sectors in NI which employ staff from the EU are:

o Food and drink – 22%

o Manufacturing – 11.5% (with a particular reliance in food manufacturing where 24% of

the NI workforce was from the EU)

o Hospitality – 9.5%

o Scientific, research and development – 8.5%

o Computer programming, ICT consultancy – 6%

• Migrants less likely to own their own home (EU26 - 22%) and therefore

more likely to be highly mobile.

• Of the EU26, 44% from Poland, 17% from Lithuania, 8% from Germany.



Employment growth – Large migrant labour contribution  



Migrant Labour - Key messages from analysis / stakeholders

• Access to skills/labour a high priority issue for employers.

• Need to retain access to skills at all levels - Public & Private Sectors.

• Border dimension - ability of NI businesses to attract/retain labour vis-à-

vis counterparts in RoI.

• Access to skills & market access are closely interlinked – both impacting

on long term competitiveness.



Thank You
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Brexit: Policy Challenges for the Devolved 
Nations

David Bell



Key Economic Policy Issues for the Devolved 
Nations

1. Migration

2. Structural Fund Replacement

3. Agricultural Support



Devolved Governments Response

Extensive Analysis of Implications of Leaving EU 

particularly in Scotland

Some Proposals for Post-Brexit Policies

particularly in Wales

also local government

invariable seeking additional devolution of powers



The MAC Committee – Interim Report

“Demography does not respect administrative and political 
borders.” – statement based on ONS projections

Migration only has a small effect on dependency ratios while ..

“Rises in the pension age have a much larger impact on 
dependency ratios, though face the challenge of increasing 
employment rates among older workers.”

Sustaining population in remote areas – “The alternative would 
be to address the factors that make people leave these areas.”

“What is best for an individual employer is not necessarily best 
for the welfare of the resident population”

Source: Migration Advisory Committee (2018)

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/eea-workers-in-the-uk-labour-market-interim-update


Top 5 sectors by country/region for EEA migrants

“the sectors most dependent on EEA workers do not vary that much between regions”



Structural Funds and Agriculture

England Northern 
Ireland

Scotland Wales

CAP total spending (£m) 2,184 317 614 353

CAP spending per capita (£) 31 145 96 96

Structural Funds total spending (£m) 735 54 95 255

Structural Funds spending per capita (£) 13 30 18 83

Average Annual Spending on CAP and on Structural 

Funds (2014-2020 budget round)

Sources: Alan Matthews, ‘The CAP budget in the MFF’, capreform. eu; 
House of Commons Library, ‘CAP Reform 2014-20: EU Agreement and Implementation in the UK and in Ireland’, November 2013; 
UK Department of Business, Innovation and Skills, ‘Making European funding work better for the UK economy’, January 2013.



Structural Funds to be replaced by “Shared 
Prosperity Fund”

“We will use the structural fund money that comes back to the 
UK following Brexit to create a United Kingdom Shared 
Prosperity Fund, specifically designed to reduce inequalities 
between communities across our four nations. The money that 
is spent will help deliver sustainable, inclusive growth based on 
our modern industrial strategy. We will consult widely on the 
design of the fund, including with the devolved administrations, 
local authorities, businesses and public bodies. The UK Shared 
Prosperity Fund will be cheap to administer, low in bureaucracy 
and targeted where it is needed most (Conservative Party, 
2017, p. 37). 



Shared Prosperity Fund – How to Allocate?

Reflect need at UK level as EU Funding does (approximately)?

Or fixed allocation to home nations reflecting history – then use 
Barnett Formula to update, allowing devolved governments to 
allocate according to their assessment of need

However, rules required to maintain the integrity of the internal 
market e.g. constraints: on state aid, public procurement etc.



Agriculture Post-Brexit – England

““Our aim is for public money to buy public goods. In 25 years’ 
time, we want cleaner air and water, richer habitats for more 
wildlife and an approach to agriculture and land use which puts 
the environment first. From 2022 onwards, a new 
environmental land management system will be the 
cornerstone of our agricultural policy, achieving improved 
biodiversity, water, air quality, climate change mitigation, and 
the safeguarding of our historic landscapes. This will allow us 
to fulfil our manifesto commitment to become the first 
generation to leave the environment in a better state than we 
found it.” (DEFRA 2018)

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/the-future-for-food-farming-and-the-environment


CAP Funding

Share of EU agricultural funding 
(direct aids & EAFRD

[8]
)

Population share

England 58.9% 84%

Scotland 18.5% 8%

Wales 13.8% 5%

Northern Ireland 8.8% 3%

Agriculture Funding and Population Shares for UK Nations

Source: Centre for European Reform



Agriculture Post-Brexit

“Policy for England, however, may not suit conditions in the 
devolved nations. Around half of farm incomes in England come 
from the CAP but in Scotland it is three quarters, in Wales it is 
80 per cent and in Northern Ireland 87 per cent.”

Source: Michael Keating, Centre on Constitutional Change

https://www.centreonconstitutionalchange.ac.uk/publications/reports-briefings/repatriation-competences-agriculture-after-brexit


Tariffs and Tariff-rate Quotas (OMG)

Beef: Ad Valorem Equivalent Tariff Rates on Beef:
In quota: 0-20%, Out of quota: 49%-53%

Source: Brexit and Tariff Rate Quotas on EU Imports: A Complex Problem



Proposals?

The Scottish government has done a lot of analysis of the 
potential impact of Brexit. Now it needs to open serious 
debates on post-Brexit policy options for Scotland such as:

• How to change agricultural support systems

• What role it Scotland plays in the Shared Prosperity Fund 

• How powers derived from the EU will be funded

There is also a clear need for improvement in 
intergovernmental mechanisms to support these changes –
including the Joint Ministerial Committee



Customs Union - applies to Goods, not Services

UK

EU

Rest of World

EU Customs 
Duties



Customs Union –

UK

EU

Rest of World

EU Customs 
Duties

UK Customs 
Duties

UK - EU Customs Duties?



Customs Union

UK

EU

Rest of World

EU Customs 
Duties



Customs Union

UK

EU

Rest of World

EU Customs 
Duties
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1

http://themasites.pbl.nl/winnaars-
verliezers-regionale-concurrentie/

http://www.torre.nl/eugrowth/bilingual4/

Brexit and Regional 
Economic Competitiveness

Impact on production costs due to 
tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade

Mark Thissen (PBL),

Frank van Oort (EUR) and 
Nicola Cortinovis (EUR)

Thissen & Van Oort | The Economic Impacts of Brexit on 
the UK, its Regions, its Cities and its Sectors | 4-5-2018

http://themasites.pbl.nl/winnaars-verliezers-regionale-concurrentie/
http://www.torre.nl/eugrowth/bilingual4/


Interregional Value chain IO-model for 

mapping of trade changes to labor 

income and value added:

Scenario Exposure analysis:

No trade flows crossing the red line, as 

long as EU countries are involved

Exposure analysis versus 
Regional and sectoral production 

cost analysis of Brexit

Thissen & Van Oort | The Economic Impacts of Brexit on the 
UK, its Regions, its Cities and its Sectors | 4-5-2018

96

Scenario production costs analysis:

Barriers (non tariff and tariff) to trade 

following  the red line and based on 

Dhingra et al. (2017).

Interregional Cost chain price-model to 

determine the effect on the costs:

  
1

' ' ' 'p p A v p I A v


    

  
1

x Ax F x I A F


    

are prices for labor and capital; 

tariffs on the A matrix.
 v



Thissen & Van Oort | The Economic Impacts of Brexit on the 
UK, its Regions, its Cities and its Sectors | 4-5-2018
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Competitiveness loss:
Production cost increase

production cost increase:

Large regional variation with:

• Minimum of 0.46% (Inner London)

• Maximum of 1.33% (Highlands and Islands)

Reason for regional variation:

• Production structure (indirect 

dependence\exposure to trade with the 

continent)

• Sector composition (higher impact on 

agriculture and manufacturing than on services)

• We use measure of interregional dependence 

introduced by Johnson and Noguera (JIntE, 

2012)

• Data: Regionally disaggregated global input-

output tables for 2013
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Region and sector specific 
production cost increases 
(preliminary results)

UKM2 UKM3 UKM5 UKM6

Eastern Scotland South Western Scotland North Eastern Scotland Highlands and Islands
Average regional cost Increase 0,69% 0,70% 0,87% 1,33%

Crop and animal production, hunting and related service activities 4,8% 6,5% 5,5% 5,7%

Forestry and logging 4,3% 4,3% 5,5% 4,9%

Fishing and aquaculture 3,3% 3,2% 4,2% 4,0%

Mining of coal and lignite 3,2% 2,9% 2,7% 4,1%

Manufacture of food products 3,2% 2,8% 2,4% 4,0%

Manufacture of textiles 2,9% 2,7% 3,3% 3,9%

Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture; manufacture of articles of straw and plaiting materials2,4% 2,3% 2,4% 3,2%

Manufacture of paper and paper products 2,3% 2,3% 2,9% 3,1%

Printing and reproduction of recorded media 2,2% 2,3% 2,6% 2,9%

Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products 1,6% 1,6% 2,1% 2,9%

Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 1,6% 1,8% 2,0% 2,3%

Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations 1,5% 1,5% 1,8% 2,0%

Manufacture of rubber and plastic products 1,5% 1,5% 2,2% 2,7%

Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products 1,5% 2,1% 1,6% 1,7%

Manufacture of basic metals 1,4% 1,4% 2,3% 3,1%

Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 1,3% 1,3% 1,9% 2,2%

Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products 1,3% 1,2% 1,5% 2,2%

Manufacture of electrical equipment 1,2% 1,2% 1,7% 1,7%

Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. 1,2% 1,2% 1,6% 1,7%

Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 1,1% 1,1% 1,7% 2,0%

Manufacture of other transport equipment 1,0% 1,1% 1,3% 1,4%

Manufacture of furniture 1,0% 0,9% 1,5% 1,7%

Repair and installation of machinery and equipment 1,0% 1,1% 0,9% 1,1%

Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 0,9% 1,0% 1,3% 2,0%

Water collection, treatment and supply 0,8% 0,8% 1,1% 1,5%

Sewerage 0,8% 1,0% 1,1% 1,3%

Construction of buildings 0,8% 1,2% 0,9% 1,0%

Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 0,8% 1,1% 0,7% 1,0%
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Region and sector specific 
production cost increases 
(preliminary results - continued)

UKM2 UKM3 UKM5 UKM6

Eastern Scotland South Western Scotland North Eastern Scotland Highlands and Islands
Average regional cost Increase 0,69% 0,70% 0,87% 1,33%

Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 0,7% 0,7% 0,7% 0,9%

Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 0,7% 0,7% 0,7% 0,9%

Land transport and transport via pipelines 0,7% 0,7% 0,7% 0,9%

Water transport 0,7% 0,8% 0,7% 1,0%

Air transport 0,6% 0,6% 0,9% 1,2%

Warehousing and support activities for transportation 0,6% 0,6% 0,9% 1,1%

Postal and courier activities 0,6% 0,5% 0,8% 0,9%

Food and beverage service activities 0,5% 0,6% 0,6% 0,7%

Publishing activities 0,5% 0,5% 0,6% 0,7%

Motion picture, video and television programme production, sound recording and music publishing activities0,5% 0,6% 0,5% 0,7%

Telecommunications 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,6%

Computer programming, consultancy and related activities 0,5% 0,5% 0,4% 0,5%

Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding 0,5% 0,4% 0,4% 0,5%

Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,6%

Activities auxiliary to financial services and insurance activities 0,5% 0,5% 0,6% 0,6%

Real estate activities 0,4% 0,4% 0,5% 0,6%

Legal and accounting activities 0,4% 0,5% 0,5% 0,6%

Architectural and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis 0,4% 0,4% 0,4% 0,6%

Scientific research and development 0,4% 0,4% 0,4% 0,5%

Advertising and market research 0,4% 0,4% 0,3% 0,5%

Other professional, scientific and technical activities 0,4% 0,4% 0,5% 0,6%

Rental and leasing activities 0,3% 0,4% 0,4% 0,5%

Employment activities 0,3% 0,4% 0,4% 0,5%

Travel agency, tour operator and other reservation service and related activities 0,3% 0,3% 0,4% 0,5%

Security and investigation activities 0,3% 0,4% 0,3% 0,4%

Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 0,3% 0,3% 0,3% 0,4%

Education 0,3% 0,3% 0,3% 0,4%

Human health activities 0,3% 0,3% 0,3% 0,4%

Residential care activities 0,2% 0,3% 0,3% 0,3%

Creative, arts and entertainment activities 0,2% 0,3% 0,3% 0,3%

Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities 0,2% 0,3% 0,2% 0,3%

Activities of membership organisations 0,2% 0,2% 0,2% 0,3%

Repair of computers and personal and household goods 0,2% 0,2% 0,2% 0,3%

Other personal service activities 0,2% 0,2% 0,2% 0,3%



Thus, Brexit may lead to 
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 A large regional variation in competitiveness loss,

 Which is sector specific,

 And which may induce a need for place based sector specific 
competitiveness policies…



1

http://themasites.pbl.nl/winnaars-
verliezers-regionale-concurrentie/

http://www.torre.nl/eugrowth/bilingual4/

http://themasites.pbl.nl/winnaars-verliezers-regionale-concurrentie/
http://www.torre.nl/eugrowth/bilingual4/
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Devolved administrations 
competitiveness challenges

Regional competitive positioning in 
(international) economic networks

Mark Thissen, Frank van Oort & Nicola Cortinovis
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Recap McCann & Thissen:

• Levels of exposure to Brexit differ across regions; 
more exposed in UK and Ireland than in mainland 
Europe, more in industrial regions. 

• From exposure to cost increase and competitiveness 
loss (given scenario’s on tariffs in Brexit); arguably 
more in agricultural and industrial regions; region 
and sector specific, focused policies expedient.



Questions:

• Measure competitiveness region and sector specific?

• Who do firms in UK regions compete with?

• In which sectoral and geographical markets?

• Nationally and (European) internationally?

• Who operates in similar markets as local UK firms?

• Who wins market shares from local UK firms?

• What regional-economic factors are related to 
competitive advantage?

• What factors may be mitigating Brexit impacts on 
competitiveness and are relevant for local policies?



Ingredients needed for our
competitiveness analysis 

• Market overlap: potential competitors

• Gaining market shares: winning competitors

• Sector and region specific (niches)

• Regional-economic factors (of winners)

•

Edinburgh as an example.



Who do local UK firms compete with? 

• The European Regional Competitive Index answers:

• Potentially with all other regions in Europe

• On basic, efficiency and innovation dimensions

• Benchmarked with a large number of indicators.



Who do local UK firms compete with? 

• The European Regional Competitive Index answers:

• Potentially with all other regions in Europe

• On basic, efficiency and innovation dimensions

• Benchmarked with a large number of indicators.

• For years, all regions looked at: Utrecht (NL).



Utrecht?

//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Panorama_Utrecht.jpg


Who do local UK firms compete with? 

• The European Regional Competitive Index answers:

• Potentially with all other regions in Europe

• On basic, efficiency and innovation dimensions

• Benchmarked with a large number of indicators.

• For years, all regions looked at: Utrecht (NL).

&



Utrecht ahead of?



The ERC Index 2013 / 2017



The ERC Index 2013 & 2017
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Utrecht exports

Utrecht and Paris have 

largest market overlap 

in export: competition

Vienna exports

Paris exports

Measuring competition
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Exports Utrecht and Paris

European trade competition



Measuring competition 

• Competitors can also be national

• Cf. competition in attracting foreign direct investment

• Cf. competition in knowledge intensive collaborations (of 
firms and research institutes) and attraction of talent

• Such network relations are not symmetrical

• And indeed, network relations are sector and region 
specific, type specific (trade, FDI, knowledge), and 
probably also period specific (pre/post Brexit?)

• Regional growth is dependent on network positions.
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Growth of region i: more products sold in region j

Still, growth is no guarantee…



Growth of region j (the Market)
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Growth of region i: more products sold in region j

Market j

Marketshare of region i in market j

Growth of region i due to demand-led growth in market j

Growth of region i due to structural growth
(gain in market share in market j)

Still, growth is no guarantee…



“Good growth, bad growth”: 

• 75% of regional growth in GDP is demand-led (GVC)

• 25% of growth is structural growth: source of local 

competitiveness

• Even specialized and growing regions may be losing 

competitive strength (“masked losing”)!

• It is all about niche strengths (again)

• Who exactly wins market share from your 

specialized local industries becomes important.



Gaining regions

PotentialsDeclining regions

Losing regions

gain in market share
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2. Structural growth (regional policy): 

Growth by increased competitiveness 

and gaining market share

1. Demand-led growth (External factors): 

Growth by increased demand from 

sales markets

“Good growth, bad growth”: 



This gives the ingredients for our
competitiveness analysis 

• Market overlap: potential competitors

• Gaining market shares: winning competitors

• Sector and region specific

• Regional-economic factors winners 

(basic/efficiency/innovation)

•

Edinburgh as an example.







Weights 









Competitiveness East Scotland

• [Agglomeration]

• [Accessibility]

• Diversification: services (“Small London”), less X-overs

• Research base (for current small part economy, but also  

for societal challenges not yet in data?)

• Labour market (flexibility, resilience)

• Education (skills potential)

• Housing (environment)

• Amenities (for larger part economy)



Not one size fits all

• Not the same recommendations for all regions

• Edinburgh is aware of things in their 

regional development strategies:

• CEC Economic Strategy

• Edinburgh Economic Review (2016)

• Edinburgh Science and Innovation Audit

• Invest Edinburgh

• Academic literature (Turok etc.)

• Out analysis shows urgency of policies in times of Brexit











The questions were:

• Measure competitiveness region and sector specific?
• Who do firms in UK regions compete with?
• In which sectoral and geographical markets?
• Nationally and (European) internationally?
• Who operates in similar markets as local UK firms?
• Who wins market shares from local UK firms?
• What regional-economic factors are related to competitive 

advantage?
• What factors may be mitigating Brexit impacts on 

competitiveness and are relevant for local policies, when 
UK local firms face asymmetrical cost increases?
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Brexit: How might UK Agriculture Thrive or Survive?

presentation to

Brexit Devolved Administrations, 4th May 2018

Victoria Quay, Edinburgh

Carmen Hubbard (PI), John Davis, Siyi Feng, David Harvey, 

Anne Liddon, Mercy Ojo, Myles Patton, George Philippidis, 

Andrew Moxey, Charles Scott, Shailesh Shrestha & Michael Wallace
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Conclusions

 Brexit impact depends on trade arrangements and domestic policy

 Farming composition and characteristics vary across UK 

 Impacts vary by farm type (and size and efficiency), and so by country

 Extensive livestock (more common in DAs) highly dependent on support

 Significant pressure for structural change (aided by factor markets?)

 Implications for employment, land use (environment) and food sector

 How devolved will agricultural policy be?
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